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I. 1NTRo~ucT10N 
We consider the differential equation 
n-1 
(PJ P-l)),+ c bi(t)JJ-l’=g(t, y, y’, . . . . p-I’), 
,=I 
where p ‘p(t) is a positive and continuously differentiable function on 
Z, = [a, co ) such that p(a) = 1; bi = bi (t) are continuous functions on Z, for 
i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . n- 1 and g=g(t, y,, y,, . . . . y,) is a continuous function on 
I, x R” which verifies other conditions. 
Let { zi}?= 1 be a fundamental system of solutions of the differential 
equation 
n-l 
(PZ (n- I’)’ + c b,(f)+- ‘) = 0, 
I=1 
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We will prove that certain solutions y of (1) are defined on all of I, and 
these satisfy the equation for t + co, 
).(kl= i: (6,+o(l))zj? (3) 
i= I  
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . n - 1 and 6;; i = 1, 2, . . . . n are constants. 
It is sufficient to establish (3) for the fundamental system of solutions 
{zi):'= 12 so that for each i= 1, 2, . . . . n 
(z;(a), z;(u), . . . . z)“-‘)(a)) = Pi, (4) 
where C,= (0, 0, . . . . 1, 0, . . . . 0) (1 in the ith place) is the standard base of R”. 
This kind of results, valid for equations of higher order, are not known 
to the Authors. In addition, in Sections 3 and 4, the validation for non- 
linear equations of the asymptotic formulae of Hinton [Z] was made. In 
this way, numerous papers for second order equations have been extended 
(Fubini [3], Medina-Pinto [4], Sansone [7], Trench [S], and others). 
2. MAIN RESULT 
In this section we will prove (3). We will use a “solution” of the 
functional inequality: 
u(t) 6 c + i j’ Ai(s) u’;(u(s)) dS, tECa,hl, PEN (5) 
iz, u 
where the functions wi (1 < i <p) satisfy the condition: 
(H) The functions u’, (16 i 6~) are continuous and nondecreasing 
on [0, co ), positive on (0, cc ) and u’~ + ~/NJ, ( 1 d i d p - 1) are nondecreasing 
functions on (0, 0~). 
Define: 
(1) The functions 
and W; i their inverse function. 
(2) The functions cp,,(u) = u and 
(Pk=gk”gkLl’ “’ ‘&?I, gktU) = w,‘[ wk(u) + ak(a, b,)l, (6) 
409’146.1-10 
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Any function qk (and gk) does not depend on the choice of uk in (I ). 
Any qk (1 < k <p) is a continuous, positive, and nondecreasing function on 
(0, a). 
Thus we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 0 ([5]). Assume rhat functions w, ( 1 d i <p) satisf~~ (H), 
functions u and 1, (1 < i <p) are continuous and nonnegative on the interval 
[a, b] and the constant c is positive. Let b, E [a, b] be a number such that 
where (pi (O<i<p- 1) are given by (6). 
Zf (5) holds then for any t E [a, b,] we have 
u(t)< w;’ [ W,(cp,.- Ad) + 1’ j.,(s) ds]. 
<I 
A proof and several applications of this theorem can be founded in [S]. 
Now, to state our main result we recall (Dannan [ 11) that a function 
w: [0, co) --t [0, m) belongs to the class H if: (a) w(u) is continuous and 
nondecreasing for u 20 and positive for u> 0, and (b) there exists a 
continuous function r (multiplier functions) such that 
w(au) < r(c1) w(u) for a>O, ~20. 
In this section V,, k = 1,2, . . . . n, will denote a determinant, which is 
obtained from Wronsky’s determinant W[z,, z2, . . . . z,!], replacing its kth 
column for e, = (0, . . . . 0, 1) E R”. 
With these definitions. we can establish the main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let us suppose the .fo[lowing hypothesis: 
(i) The function g=g(t, y,, y2, . . . . y,) is continuous on Z, x R” and 
satisfies 
(ii) IVi E H (i = 1, 2, . . . . n) with corresponding multiplier functions r, 
and w, + ,/w; (1 < i <p - 1) are nondecreasing functions. 
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(iii) The functions Izi (i= 1, 2, . . . . n) are continuous and nonnegative on 
I,, such that liii E L,(I,) for i = 1, 2, . . . . n where 
(7) 
(iv) There exists a positive constant c such that 
s 
x 
i 
r ds 
ai := A,(s) Z,(S) ds d 
lJ VP(<) ,o’ 
for i = 1, 2, . . . . n - 1, and 
i I i,(s) Z,,(s) ds < s %’ ds x .- - ” .- Y VP(C) WJS) 
where rp = qnWI is the continuous, positive and nondecreasing function on 
(0, cm) given by (6) with cli (1 <i<p- 1) instead ofcr,(a, b,). 
Then, any solution y of (l), such that I:= L Iy’“- “(a)[ Q c, is defined on all 
of Z, and satisfies (3). 
ProoJ Let 
YCt)= i Yi(t)zi(t), (8) 
i=l 
and we impose n - 1 conditions on the unknown functions y,(t), 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n: 
i y;z:.j-“=O, j= 1, . . . . n- 1 (9) 
i= I 
on I,. 
Then, after some straightforward computations, and using (9) many 
times, we have 
J ,(N=YIZy-u+ . . . +YnZN, 
which implies 
PY (n- 1) =p(y&-1’) + . . . +p(y$y’), 
Then 
(PY (n-‘))‘: [y;(pz!“~“)+yl(pz’;~“)‘] 
+ ‘. . + [l’;(pzr+‘) +y,(pzj:-I’)‘] 
= [p(y;$-“)+ ‘.. +p(y;z;-“)] 
+ [y,(pz:“-I’)‘+ ... +y,(pz;-“)‘] 
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Therefore 
n- I 
(p)““-u)‘+ 1 hjy”-“= 
r=l 
that is to say 
where 
Having pW[z,, . . . . zn] = 1, we solve Eqs. (9) and (10) obtaining 
Y;(t) = Vk(t) i(r), 
for all k = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Integrating (11) on the interval [a, t], for t > a, we have 
Yk(f) = y,(a) + 1’ V,(s) g(s) & (1 
for k = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Then 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
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Thus, using 
and for (ii), the function 
satisfies 
where Zi (i = 1, 2, . . . . n) is given by (7). 
Then, if Cr=, lvi(a)j < c, where c satisfies (iv), we have 
u(t) < c + i j’ n,(s) ik(S) t’“k(u(s)) ds. 
k=l n 
NOW, the hypotheses allows us to apply Theorem 0 to the last inequality 
to obtain 
u(t) B W,’ wn(cp,- ,(c)) + j’ J&AS) :A ds , * 
for t 2 a. 
Then u and therefore yi, y2, . . . . yn are bounded. Also, as yiii~ t,(l,) 
for i= 1, 2, ,,., n; the integrals in (12) are convergent to infinity. Thus, 
lim I-rCC yj(t) exist for all i= 1,2, . . . . n. 
In this way, we have proved that if Cr=, Ivi(a)l 6 c, then the solutions 
11’1 7Y29 ...> Y,, of (12) are defined on all I, and also 
y,(r)=6,+0(1); i=l,2 , . . . . n, as t + co. 
Finally, as y,(a) = y”-‘)(a); i = 1, 2, . . . . n for (8), we obtain the result. 
Remark. The constant c which satisfies (iv) can be explicitely computed 
as a function of wi and cli ( 1 < i < n) (see [S]). 
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3. THE ABOVE RESULT FOR OTHER OPERATORS 
Let us consider the differential equation of order IZ = I+ m, of the form 
(py’“‘)(+qy=g(t, J; y’, . . . . .P’, (py”v”)‘, . ..) (py’“‘)” I’), (13) 
where p=p(t) is a function of class C”‘(Z,) such that p(a)= 1; q=q(t) is 
a continuous function on I,. In addition, let us suppose that conditions (i) 
and (ii) of Theorem 1 hold. 
Let {zi}y=+,’ be a fundamental system of solutions of the linear differen- 
tial equation 
(pz’“‘)“’ ) qz = 0. (14) 
We will demonstrate that certain solutions of (14) are defined on all of 
1, and conditions (3) are satisfied when t ---f co. 
Let us suppose that the fundamental system of solutions {zj}y=+,’ satisfies 
(4) and set 
J’Cr) = i Yrtz) ;iCf) (15) 
i=l 
in which the unknown function y,(t) (i = 1,2, . . . . n) satisfy the n - 1 condi- 
tions: 
*+I 
,;, y:z)“=o, o<j<m- 1 
WI+/ (16) 
ig, y:(pzj”‘)“‘=o, Ogj<l-2. 
Then 
py’“‘= i y,(p)“‘). 
i=l 
Hence, by (16) 
m+l *+l 
(py’“‘)‘= c [y:(pz;“‘) +yi(pz;“‘)‘] = c yi(pz!“‘)’ 
i=l i=l 
and 
I WI+/ *+I 
(pyCrn))” = ;;, [y:(pz;*‘)’ + yi(pZ;*))“-j = 1 yi(pZ;*‘)“. 
i= 1 
In this way, proceeding inductively, we have 
m+l 
(ppy= 1 y;(p$y, O<j<l-1. 
i= I 
(17) 
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Moreover, from (14) we have 
??I+1 
(ppy’= 1 [y,(p$‘)“- “I’ 
i= 1 
i=l i=l 
Then, by ( 13) we get 
nz + I 
iF, y:(pz:.m’)“- l’ = (py’“‘)” * qj 
= g(r, y, y’, . ..) ytm’, (ppy’, . ..) (ppy 1’) =: &Jr). 
m+l 
1 y;(p$y’Lg(t). (18) 
,=I 
Now, we solve Eqs. (16)-( 18) with respect to 7: (1 <i < n). The determi- 
nant IQ= IV[z ,, . . . . zn] of this system is formed by the k-column 
(z,, z;, . . . . zp- I’, pzy, . ..) (p~i~))“~ ‘I) (1 < k <n). This Wronsky’s deter- 
minant IQ[zi, . . . . z,] is everywhere equal to 1. Then we obtain 
y; = P,(t) g(t) (1 <k<n). (19) 
where pk (1 <k 6 n) denote the determinant which is obtained from 
Wronsky’s determinante I@= I$‘[z,, . . . . zk, . . . . z,,] replacing its kth column 
for e, = (0, . . . . 0, 1) E R”. 
Integrating (19) on the interval [a, t], for t >, a, we obtain 
Yk(f) = vi,(a) + !” Fk(J, t?(s) & (1 <k<n). 
u 
(20) 
Furthermore, by (ii) and (17) we obtain 
[g(t)1 = Ig(t, y, . . . . y’“‘, (py’“‘)‘, . . . . (py’“‘)“-“)I 
lH+/ 
< 1 A,(t) Wj(ly”--“I)+ i A;(t) ~‘i(I(~~‘m’)‘i~m~~“~) 
i= I i=m+2 
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Define 
i,=(j, I+@, I(pz~Vr 9) (m+26ibn-I). 
Now, we assume that (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 1 hold with 2, instead 
of 2;. 
Then proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1, if CT&,’ I,v”‘(u)/ d c we 
have that any solution y of (13) is defined on all of 1, and satisfies (by 
(17)) 
y(‘)= i (s,+a(l))z~” (Odj<m) 
i=l 
(21) 
(py’“‘)“’ = f (6, + o( 1 ))(pz)“‘)” (O<j<l- 11, 
,=I 
where 6, (1 d i < n) are constants. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC FORMULAE OF LIOUVILLE-GREEN TYPE 
Equation (14) often has a fundamental system of solutions {zk};l =, 
which verifies 
zk-P 
III+1 m2m)/2” 
9 
m,n-l)/2n 
i 
. 
as t + 00, where sk (1 <k < n) are the nth roots of + 1 (respectively - 1). 
That is the case if p and q satisfy the Theorem 1 of Hinton [2], for 
instance if 
p and q are real-valued (with p > 0 and y nowhere zero), 
k7/PP”4~,U”h 1(9/P)-“” (P’/P)l’> [(Y/P) -I:” (Y’k?)l’, 
[(Y/P) -I” (P’/P)~~, and C(q/p) Ih (q’/q)‘l E L,(i,). 
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In [8], M.S.P. Eastham obtained interesting results on the asymptotic 
integration of homogeneous differential equations of the form (14). 
Notations. 
The Hinton asymptotic formulae (see [2, (lo)] for the solutions { zk};l- =, 
of (14) will be noted in the following form 
-~‘=~i+I(t)ek(&;,+O(l)) A (O<i<m-1) 
(p~~~‘)‘i~“‘=fi+,(t)ek(~b+O(l)) 
(22) 
(m<i<n- 1). 
where 
(23) 
and 
We write also 
f =f,f2...fn-,. (25) 
Thus, we can establish: 
THEOREM 2. Let us suppose that (22) holds, and in addition we have (i) 
and (ii) of Theorem 1, and ri (i = 1, 2, . . . . n) uerifv for a, u > 0, 
r,(au) < K(a) r,(u), K(a) > 0. 
We also suppose 
(iii)’ Ai; i= 1, 2, . . . . n are continuous and nonnegative functions on I, 
such that for any i = 1, 2, . . . . n, 
{f . i exp [ i 
k=l i=l,i#k 
Re &i j: (q/p)l’” ds]] 
” 
xri f, C exp Re&k 
k=l 
I ’ (q/p)“” ds . li u > 
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are integrable functions, where f; und .f are given ~JJS (23) und (2.5 ), respec- 
tively, and &i are the n th roots of + 1 (respectively - 1) 
(iv)’ One the following conditions holds 
(1) [;” (ds/w,(s)) = co; i= 1, 2, . . . . n 
(2) jA+ (d+;(s)) = 00; i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Then 
(T, ) If (1) holds, all the solutions y of ( 13) are de$ned on all of 
[a, co) and they satisfy 
(py(m))(i-m)=p~8,+lq-liCl 
j, &:@k+ou)) 
xexp(~,{~(q/p)‘/“ds) (m<i<n-1), (26) 
where ai + 1 and /I,+, are given by (24) and 6, are constants. 
(T,) Zf (2) holds, anj’ solution y of (13) with initial conditions small 
enough, is defined on all of I, and satisfies (26). 
Proof: By Hinton [2], from (22) and (23) we obtain 
kg, Izf’l =h+,(t) i lek(&+O(l))l, O<i6m-- 1, 
h=l 
and 
,g, I(p~!/‘)+~)l =h.+,(t) i /ek(e6+o(1))1, m,<i<n-1. 
k=l 
But 
lekl = eRe(~d:Wd’“W, k = 1, . . . . n 
implies that there exists a positive constant c1 such that 
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and 
On the other hand, for k = 1, . . . . n 
21 . . . 
pk := f z.; ..’ 
m 
-k-l 
ZK-, 
zk+l 
. . 5 
-n 
&,I 
-1 . . -n 
(pzy’)“-2’ . . . (pzp,)“-2’ (p7 cm) )(/L-2) 
‘+k+l 
. . (&3(‘- 2) 
1 fret fie2 ... fie, 1 
= f 
f2elEl f2e2E2 ... f2en-% 
(1+0(l)) 
fn- * le,8;p2 fn-,e2dp2 .‘. fn-,e,E~p2 
1 1 ‘.. 1 
El &2 ... E, 
= +(j&) &; 2 &2 ..' 8;: (1+0(l)) 
n-2 
El 
n-2 ... 
E2 
n-2 
E” 
= (fgk) pk,(l +O(l)), 
where 6, # 0 is a constant. 
Then 
kgI 1 pkj - Mf kg, exp [ i Re q J’ (q/p)“” &I, A4 constant. 
I= I.i#k (I 
Hence, condition (iii) with Bi instead of Zi becomes (iii)‘. 
Now, we remark that in the case (l), the hypothesis (iv) of Theorem 1 
holds for all c > 0 and in the case (2) it is fulfilled for c small enough 
because cp,-r(u)+0 as u-to. 
Therefore, the results (T,) and (T,) follow at once from Theorem 1 and 
Section 3 (see (21) and (22)). 
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